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he first sign that we're approaching Dr. Heather

McKillop's camp
engine.

is the slowing of our boat's

If we expected a beach, a dock, or some

visible sigrr of human activiry our assumptions
dissolve immediately: the island looks no different from the other clumps of deserted mangrove swamp we
passed in our hired fisherman's motorboat. The only sign of civilization, as we get
n"ur"r, is a nine-and-a-half-meter wooden dory tied to a tree branch. Behind that,

oF THE POPOI VUH, THE /vlAYA
TRANJLATED BY DENNI' TEDTO<K.

nothing but jungle.
It's not until we are practically at the tree ourselves that we can see the camp.
Sunlight fiItered through a natural curtain ofvegetation reveals a sweaty, bandannaed population hard at work amid a village of tents, hacking with machetes, hauling buckets of water, laying palm fronds to form walkable paths through the ubiquitous mud. I half expect the figure emerging toward us to be Dennis Hopper, with
Hardy
a neckful of cameras and a narcotic giggle, but thankfully it is only McKillop.
and cheerful in long sleeves and long khaki pants, machete in hand and rubber boots
clomping hupptly through the mud, she catches our painter and wraps it around a
branch. "Welcome to Frenchman's Cay. We're glad you're here'"
McKillop is in coastal Belize for her tenth field season in nineteen years, her

sixth with Earthwatch teams. Since 1988, she has been compiling an impressive
coastal inlet in the southern reachbody of evidence in the Port Honduras

^tea-^
es of Belize, stretching some 35 kilometers between the sleepy towns of Punta
Gorda and Punta Negra, perforated by mangrove islands rising from the sea-to
support her theory of a three-cay Maya tra{ing dynasty in this area during the
classic (e.p. 300-900) and Postclassic (e.o. 900-1400) periods. The prevailingview
has been that the coastal Maya of Belize were a fringe commurlity, relying on north-
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ern communities for salt and other
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goods'

McKillop's excavations over the past 19 years'
thouglr, have shown that the Maya who inhabited
Frenchman's Cay and some 20 other islands and
coastal sites were probably an economic powerhouse, producing their own salt, trading for valuable goods from distant lands, and constructing
(the
elaborate structures out of coral and sandstone
anyor
world,
Maya
the
in
architecture
only coral
where else, for that matter). She has also shown
that these island Maya were able to survive long
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of fresh meat), are out of sight

.orrld ulrrrort sense their exuberance at the
and out of mind. Looking back at the cay, it's hard to imagine it in Mayan times'
The coconut palms, concentrated in the small dryJand sector and billowing like a
mushroom cloud out of the mangroves, weren't here then; neither was most of the
vegetation we see. our swimming area was habitable land. But the Maya never
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stray far from our minds. Walking back to
camp, we pick up obsidian and chert (flint)
blades, bits ofpottery even an intact incenseburning bowl. The refuse of these ancient
people is everywhere, as if they'd dropped it

just the other
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clearing the bush away
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from her 1994 excava-
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,

tion at

Frenchman's
Cay, she leads some volunteers around one of
the island's three mounds (which indicate

iiil:iiiriii

Maya constructions, covered over the centuries with dirt and vegetation). With the

I

trained eye of an expert, she picks off the surface shards ofpottery bits offinger coral from
ancient buildings, and the dark volcanic glass
(obsidian) that she calls "a perfect fingerprint." Most field archaeologists export samples of obsidian to labs for chemical analysis
of trace elements such as zirconium and

rubidium, at $150 to $200 a pop. McKillop,
howeveq has trained herself, by studying

,'@ "

hundreds of samples already tested at the
Lawrence-Berkeley Laboratory in California,
to identify obsidian sources by eye. Holding a
matte gray piece up to the light, she declares,

@etur.
@e*olt
Seott"ry

ffiroon

"From El Chayal, near Guatemala City.
Classic period, though the site is still

t

Postclassic-this was an old piece of garbage
used as construction landfill."
The Mayawould take a cylindrical core of
obsidian outcrop, position the tine of a deerantler on it like a chisel, and hammer on the tine
with a rock. The obsidian would flake ofi in blades
that were as much as three times sharper than surgical steel. This superacumination produced cuts in
flesh that healed quickly,

which was convenient
when the Maya made
blood sacrifices by slicing
their own tongues, ears,
or genitals.
Another piece of obsidian, this one reflecting a
brilliant brown in the
sunligfrt, Mcl(illop marks
as from lxtepeque, in the
Postclassic period. "You
can see the sloppy pro-

duction, though," she
remarks. "This helps confirm what I suspected:

:

Srens

were PffiSP gFC YffiX X$tmY'* &US}'X,
prosperous even in the V#€.e$F{TSffilS LSXS lrf*{tppEft
Postclassic, when the main- {F&*q keSY. fiN P{A?} &h{p
land people were in ruins. $T&SSKfi8 A&$NS AeAGb{$Nl
Look, they had so much $*f&H&h* FffmARYi$A*Y$,
obsidian they didnt have to W$S$&m Plq#$n€TA$Se$YAldT
take the rime to make quality, LYm& $p&NS S${S$K$ A
dS€S${S"}Y {ffi€LSW &€SY}"
longJasting blades."
The sources of their
the Maya on these cays

obsidian illustrate that the Maya of these cays had
the means to trade with distant lands, and the
amount of obsidian-500 pieces per square meter
in some locations-along with its origins as far
away as Honduras and sites north of Mexico City
indicate an extraordinary wealth. McKillop's discovery of ceramic salt-boiling jars has reinforced
this conclusion. She theorizes that these jars were
used to boil brine over an open fire to produce
salt-the same sal cocida rl:'ethod used by today's
Maya in highland Guatemala. It was previously
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consisted

of a disorganized network of seafaring small-timers,

peripheral to the mainland economy. Later, in the 1970s, some
archaeologists argued that trade was well organized along the coastal areas. In
the 1990s, though, McKillop is showing how trade involving communities like
those of the southern Belize cays was well integrated with the mainland economy.
we already knew of the ancient Maya's great cities with their stone ppamids and
palaces, of their Long count calendar, more accurate than our own, and of other
remarkable accomplishments. Now, McKillop's work is adding another facet to the
portrait of the Maya: an island faction capable of generating enough wealth to import

Yffi&#e$$Y$"

large quantities of sandstone and other valuables and to build their own monuments
far off the mainland.

McKillop theorizes that Frenchman's cay, together with nearby wild cane cay
(which she excavated from 1982 to 1992) and Green vine snake Cay, formed a triangular trading post, catching all maritime traffic between Mexico to the north and
Guatemala and Honduras to the south. "They may even have stopped boats and

forced them

to trade," she says. certainly they were opportunistic

traders;

McKillop's excavations have shown that when the classic mainland cities dispersed,
the Belizean island traders realigned themselves with the emerging cities of the
northern Yucatdn. "There was no slowdown in trade whatsoever," says McKillop, a

touch of admiration in her voice.
flourished in the Postclassic."
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"wild cane and Frenchman's cays

absolutely

e path to the open-air, wooden
atrine leads past a later occupation's
artifacts: a stash of old whiskey bottles piled high and faded from years of
sun. They're all that's left of Dick
Moore. Moore and a friend of his were the last
inhabitants of Frenchman's Cay. (No one knows
who the Frenchman was.) They raised pigs for several years until Moore died in the late 1970s, when
his partner buried him at an unmarked spot on the
island and left Frenchman's Cay.
Today, where there once were coral-and+tone
Maya buildings, there is just bush: red mangrove
swamp, black and white mangroves and buttonwood trees on dry land, native guava and moho
trees, and vegetation introduced by European colonialists, including coconut palms, sugarcane, and
various citrus trees. When McKillop's full-time staff
of five women graduate students arrived in late
January for their five-month field season, they had
to clear away the bush in a driving rainstorm, set

up their tents in standingwater and mud, and erect

the ll0-kilogram Army surplus tent that would
serve as mess hall and field laboratory. We watch
now as two locals use their machetes to chop down
bamboo poles and crotch sticks and fashion them
into two structures that look like giant CD racks.
These are perfect for protecting our 30 l8-kilogram
waterjugs from the huge land crabs that swarm the
island at night.
Machetes come in handy too, for the first excavation work: clearing away the bush that has grown
over prior excavations like mammoth garden

weeds.

ln 1994, McKillop's team,

including

Earthwatch volunteers, opened test trenches in
each of the three mounds on Frenchman's Cay. At
the end of the season, they filled in all their work,
camouflaging it with topsoil and rocks to hide it
from looters. Local small-time maritime capitalists
descend on these cays as soon as the archaeologists
depart, looking for pottery and obsidian they can

hawk to tourists.
Looters rarely take the time

to dig deep enough to get at
the good stuff, though, and
McKillop's surface camouflage is enough to protect her

investment

of labor.

After

two days of carting away dirt

and rocks from

Mound

Two-storing them in careful piles for reuse at the end
of this season-we have
cleared 1994's one-by-oneby-three-meter test trench,
marked at the bottom by a
sheet of plastic. We call to
McKillop, who comes running over from Mound One.
She climbs gingerly into the
pit and lifts the edge of the
plastic, pulling it back to
reveal a stunning contrast to
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the dirt, rock, and coral we've
,Xl{t*lbt$tr (t*t*BS $*f-l*Hft.hf
been hauling up:
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at
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stone. She

ing around the hole like
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gravediggers. "This is what we came for," she says.
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construction---or the top of a tomb. From the size of the slabs,
rHE SAr$"
McKillop was sure it was the latter. She'd excavated 16 human burials already at Wild Cane Cay and figured she knew a Maya tomb when
she saw one. The discovery not only reinforced her theory ofsubstantial trade with the mainland (huge sandstone slabs even from nearby
areas didnt come cheap) but also suggested an impressive application

of controlled labor on Frenchman's Cay. Underscoring this is the fact
that Frenchman's, Wild Cane, and Green Vine Snake Cays are the only
known sites of coral architecture, a construction that would have
required an enonnous amount of coordinated work. Dredging the
coral from the sea alone was a formidable task. This architecture
marks the island triangle as a community of local political and economic power, what McKillop calls "the coastal elite."
McKillop had no time to uncover the new find; the best she could
do was to fill in the trench, camouflage it, and hope no one got there
before she came back. Aside from looters, if word of her discovery got
out, archaeologists would descend on Frenchman's Cay like sandflies.
For two and a half years, she told no one of her discovery. The staff
members from Mound Two were sworn to secrecy and didnt even tell
other staff members. Now McKillop will finally go beneath the sandstone, possibly to find the bones of Frenchman's Cay's only true villagers. Unfortunately, she will probably do it later in the field season,
long after my visit.

The plan now calls for a wider excavation around the trench,
down to the level of the discovered sandstone. With the Caribbean
lapping at the shore a few meters behind us, and the pleasant smell of rotting
mangrove swamp in our nostrils, the staff and we volunteers work together to
lay out a transect of one-by-three-meter plots in line with the existing trench,
delineated by fluorescent pink string. Then we get to work with trowels and
dustpans, picking out larger pieces ofpottery, tossing away rocks and coral, and
filling buckets with soil for sifting. Some of us empty these buckets into wooden Wisconsin sifters, which one works like a rowing machine standing up, shaking out the dirt and then scanning the remains for bits 9f pottery, blades of
obsidian and chert, and seashells, as well as stray hermit crabs and scorpions
that have been disrupted from their own work. Over the days, small plastic
ziplock bags fill, each one marked by mound number, section of transect, and
depth, ready for the lab.
The SCAB (South Coastal Archaeology of Belize) Lab set up under the Army
tent represents the limit of what can be packed into cartons, flown to Belize Ciry
piled onto a bus for the eight-hour serpentine drive down to Funta Gorda, and fit
into the team dory for the two-hour ride out to Frenchman's Cay. After the thick
canopy ofjungle night has descended on the camp, we work under the tent by
lantern light, extracting all information possible from the mounds' treasures. We
catalogue each piece ofpottery according to shape, rim shape, style, weight' surface varnish, paint, fraction of original vessel, and result of hydrochloric-acid test
(limestone fizzles, dolomite doesnt). We record the types of seashells to deter-
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mine the site of coral excavations for these buildings. And with McKillop's help, of course, we
identify the source of all obsidian pieces. Slowly,
over months in the field and years of lab work
back at Louisiana State University (charcoal will
be brought back for radiocarbon dating and soil
samples for chemical analysis), the harvest of

information from Frenchman's Cay will coalesce
into
a

a

portrait of the community that thrived there

millennium

ago.
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overriding backdrop to all the work done on
Wre
cays is the sea. The Caribbean is the
W,hese
highway to the site, the laundry-washing
ffi
machine and bathtub, and it provides a conffi
ffi
stant soundtrack to the labor of excavation. It
was equally integral to the life of the island Maya. Their

livelihood depended on copious maritime traffic, their
architecture was based on coral harvested from underwater,
and seafood was a staple of their diet. Toy canoes carved
from manatee bones and engraved pottery from as fat away
as Tikal in Guatemala have given us a picture of their ships:
great oar-propelled boats, probably powered by slaves, dug
out of enormous mahogany trees that disappeared long
since under European logging.
The Maya's sea, however, was not what it is now. As we
ride the dory over Stingray Lagoon, a shallow inlet near Wild
Cane Cay, McKillop throws some fishing line overboard with
a metal spoon

we
' for
..bait' .have
A* Wffi $CUT F*SR $.&trSffi&**$FA
hardly
*WffiA:F
time
to kid her
THAT [***FJ?- SF*S AS*{$*
about her primi-

S*F m{H f6{A,YA S# &S TF{S $ffi,& tive method before she calmly
advises us to make room and then
ft,dh*H}" **H[t Aft$*f"il;.**ffi pufis a writhing, meter-long barracuda aboard
FSATBTRA$ S*{&f;tpH}*ffip *}*

T"h*H

"[*

without the aid of a pole or
reel. That barracuda was

A

;H:Tr:JT:
hK#${}F{ FOR bl$}" ing may *:'}# l;,li

hAFuTHrql* *.n*HT;

YF*ffiffiH

McKillop points out the underwater Maya site she discovered in 1991' I can plainly see artifacts on the sea floor. She has excavated large pieces ofpottery including many salt-boiling jars, from under a meter of water, confirming a sea-level rise
of that magnitude over the past millennium. A nearby site, Pelican One Pot, has
no artifacts on the surface, but offers a fteasure trove of Classic pottery dating
around e.r. 550, preserved under centuries of creeping deluge.
Back on Frenchman's Cay, Mound Three lies half submerged, and our team
sets up a l6-meter transect leading out into the water, where systematic shovel
tests will help determine just when and how rapidly the sea began to rise. This
spring, Earthwatch teams will search for more offshore sites to excavate, helping to map out the exact boundaries of Maya settlements on former\ dry land.
McKillop is the first to study the sea-level rise in this area, and her results have
resonated far beyond the world of archaeology. She has already shown that a relatively rapid sea-level rise occurred beginning at the end of the Classic period. The
maritime Maya survived for a while, even prospered, but eventually rising waters
probably drove them out of the area. -today, there's simply not much dry land on
which to build. Most of each cay is untraversable mangrove swamp. Considering
recent projections of a global sealevel rise of a meter or more over the next 50 years,
this aspect of McKillop's research may have more than academic interest. As we eat
her barracuda that night, she asks, "What did the Maya do as the sea level rose?,"
her aquiline features sharpened in the lantern light. "What was their response? Is

there a lesson for us?"
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hese days, the human population of
Port Honduras is sparse, an anarchic

contrast

to the Maya

traders who

once lived there. A far-flung collection

of expatriates and fishermen dot the

of a nuclear holocaust.
There's Hard Luck Charlie (self-named), who runs
a restaurant at a spot called New Haven. A woman
named Anna lives on nearby Anna's Cay and fishes
for her dinner; three of her dogs think nothing of
islands like survivors

swimming the six-and-a-half kilometers to
Frenchman's Cay to check out our camp. An occasional fishing boat filled with native Creole lishermen spots our dory and stops by to offer fish for
sale or ask for water.

Most of the area's inhabitants would not be
disappointed, as I was, to have to wait until the
end of the 1997 field season to learn what's under
those slabs. To them, quotidian matters of personal trade and economics are more pressing. John
Spang and Tanya Russ, the husband-and-wife owners of Frenchman's Cay, are an exception, sanc-

tioning McKillop's work there and even offering

their own farm on a nearby cay for
excavation in the near future. They
understand that the ancient Maya,
walking the same land in a different
time, are an invaluable educational
resource. The Maya faced many of
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the same problems we do now, such
as overpopulation and rising sea levels. Perhaps by studying their experience, we can
fare better.
Flying out of Punta Gorda on Maya Air's sixseater, I stare down at the islands where we've been
working. Around each one is a ghostly aura, the
portion of the cay that was once inhabitable but is

can't help but wonder if I'm
looking at Miami or New Orleans I,000 years from

now underwater.
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now I look for signs of life but can see only the
indomitable bush, growing out of control, rising
with the sea to cover everything present and past'
I Marshall Jon Fisher has written for The Atlontic
Monthly, Ihe Sciences, and other magazines. He
joined Moyo Seo Troders in February'Tony Rath is a
photographer based in Dangriga, Belize. For more
information on Maya coastal trade, see page 70.
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